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	Prostate Cancer: Biology, Genetics, and the New Therapeutics, Second Edition, reviews new, valuable approaches to the treatment of prostate cancer in men. The latest edition contains new material on molecular imaging, new treatments for prostate cancer, molecular targets, cell signaling pathways, bioinformatics, and pathogenomics. The book details the latest innovations and advances in prostate cancer and may be used as a rapid reference text for readers.


	The volume profiles the latest advances in cancer research and treatment and includes profound studies in prostate stem cells, cancer-host interactions, hedgehog signaling in development and cancer, cholesterol and cell signaling, gene therapy for advanced prostate cancer, and noninvasive strategies such as molecular imaging to visualize gene expression. This new edition also investigates expression profiling and somatic alterations in prostate cancer progression and linkage studies of prostate cancer families to identify susceptibility genes. The issues of racial differences in prostate cancer mortality, radiotherapy for the treatment of locally advanced prostate cancer, recombinant antibody candidates for treatment, taxane-based chemotherapy, lethal phenotypes, and novel and efficient translation clinical trials are also presented in great depth.


	Prostate Cancer: Biology, Genetics, and the New Therapeutics, Second Edition, provides readers with a general reference for prostate cancer from prevention to therapy and will be of value to clinicians, scientists, and administrators who strive to solve the cancer problem.
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Access 2003 in 24 HoursQue, 2003
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to work with and design your own Access databases. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Access 2003 and all its components from the ground up.

Welcome to Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office...
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Scalable Network Monitoring in High Speed NetworksSpringer, 2011

	Network monitoring serves as basis for a wide scope of network operations, engineering
	and management. Precise network monitoring involves inspecting every
	packet traversing in a network. However, this is infeasible in today’s and future
	high-speed networks, due to significant overheads of processing, storing, and transferring...
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C by Dissection: The Essentials of C ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 1995

	This significantly revised edition has been carefully designed to meet the needs of readers new to C. The reader moves easily through the fundamentals of C and on to its latest applications by means of a time-tested explanatory tool called dissection, first developed by the authors in 1984. Dissection, a pedagogical method similar to a...
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Structural Geology Algorithms: Vectors and TensorsCambridge University Press, 2012

	State-of-the-art analysis of geological structures has become increasingly quantitative but traditionally, graphical methods are used in teaching. This innovative lab book provides a unified methodology for problem-solving in structural geology using linear algebra and computation. Assuming only limited mathematical training, the book begins...
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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Python for BioinformaticsCRC Press, 2009

	Programming knowledge is often necessary for finding a solution to a biological problem. Based on the author’s experience working for an agricultural biotechnology company, Python for Bioinformatics helps scientists solve their biological problems by helping them understand the basics of programming. Requiring no prior...
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